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July 29th, 2022
.
Good Saturday Afternoon,
May the Spirit of the Gospel and the Holy Word be Always on our 
Tongues, in our Hearts, Minds, and Hands.
Holy Virgin Mary and All Saints - Pray for us! 
.
.
.
Index Number 1603:
.
.
.
.
In this morning's prayer and meditations I reflected on that 'speech' I 
found pouring forth – as if I were giving it in some other place and 
happen to be linked .. as if I were addressing the world, and said 
something like .. but that is not me [here and now] and thought about 
nearly every part – except maybe the elegance and very very good 
balance of optimism and motivation & encouragement is clearly not 
me, the difference between a baseball in the stands for a home-run 
and it being hit moments before by the bat. .. this analogy is useful 
because I will bring up the principle of object position, object velocity 
(speed & direction) and Acceleration .. position in space, first 
derivative, and second derivative ..a trinity of metrics that is 
commonly used in practice if not very rigorously detailed in defining 
our perception of reality and what we can immediately expect soon 
and further away in time.
.
But basically – to spill the beans early – I am not that person giving 
the speech (at the position) but I am the one working-out the 
acceleration – the bat. Working through what the aspect (objects' 
positions) & direction and how hard a force to apply. 
.
A simple example is the state of the Justice System, and what forces 
are making it so Sick and a Tool of Satan, and the entire functional 
situation is recursive – what is it that motivates those involved, and so 
the human condition and vulnerabilities to sin and misconception and 
manipulation, and what forces are working on them to have those 
directing where they are and where they are going .. and so find the 
Force that is being applied and what direction .. in the individual as a 
mass of probabilities but as a group to bring about such a situation as 
we have .. and deConstruct those effectiveness – the more effective 
the for the unJustice desiring Force will focus – and as a simple case 
those who are more intelligent can be most effective, and those not 
so intelligent can be manipulated by those others and so on, until you 
get the virtue-sick sin-enslaved who will back-stab friends and 
'teammates' (or idealistic & ignorant, or ..) FBI-Informer who's 
motivated to entrap others.
.
Each have a recursive Batter nudging & hitting them back towards 
that Force which desires inJustice, with each Batter usually having a 
mix of virtuous [sounding] reasons [excuses] and more Base desires 
with some expectations of fulfilling.  
.
So what limits (out-of-bounds, too fast-slow, too hard or not enough) 
are needed at each level (Batter) which is needed once the situation is 
back in an acceptable state to keep it there (and what is acceptable), 
as well as what is needed to get back to that point where such can be 
applied.
.
.. almost always when anyone pretends to want to 'fix it' then that is 
an excuse to redirect it so that the inJustice serves their Masters (be 
they a person, group, Sin, Ideal, ..), and as likely to 'fix' such as voting 
in another person from the two political parties that are both 
Sickened and Controlled by that Force .. window dressing that any 
well educated, clear thinking, and not psychologically damaged man 
should see clearly – even if made too busy by organized Witch-
Matriarchy army to make it so they and their family are always hyper-
frightened and-or angry, confused, frustrated, threatened 
(homelessness, starvation, tax policies, ..), .., and-or busy to spend 
more time looking and studying the situation of those supposedly in 
power to do more then vote a Party with some ideal – a delusional 
narrative that was always an excuse to push more evil .. lies and-or 
does not apply anymore – if it ever did even for your great 
grandparents: Democrat Party is for Speech, Liberty, Jobs, family, 
minorities, ...
.
No more, clearly, for example – they are corpDragon controlled and 
were Sick back before 1965 when they voted for Population 
Replacement and the impoverishment of family, destruction of 
womanhood's soul with birth-control and baby torture-to-death, and 
fatherhood removal in marriage of mothers to Gov, inability to 
support family selling jobs to China – Giving Tax Breaks for goodness 
sake! ...
.
.. it is staggering to me that anyone who looks at history with any 
kind of perspective of our sick & dying state today should not see 
such, and also that this situation and rate of horror was not only 
clearly likely, but was intended by many of those pushing such, but all 
those who supported, shaped, and controlled them. 
.
And clearly why control and rewriting of history is important to that 
Force, as well as the damage and destruction of thinking ability, 
virtue, .. and merit to the extent that those who have abilities are 
controlled and pushing and motivated towards the Slide into Hell for 
them or others – and that is likely their most difficult balance – 
education not only to the extent that enough can function as there 
enSlaved tools working towards the evil they want – but as those that 
do not fall into those categories – and are no longer useful in 
destroying the Goodness that hinders – the 'useful idiots' then those 
if not usable for anything else – mindless ignorant retarded twisted 
howling-screeching grasping sexual deviates gluttonous dishonorable 
violent fire-bombing testicle-crushing fatherhood and virtue 
destroying .. that our modern Western population is Shaping or 
Importing .. they will be removed.
.
Like the FBI informant who's value is used-up will be charged with 
that which they directed and rewarded (and lied about protection) 
and put before an unjust court where they will be locked-up as one of 
the ones he might have been ideologically after .. pedophiles for 
example - protecting children - with images given to him by the FBI 
along with 'chats' where he was instructed by his FBI contact on what 
to say .. so as Satan Likes so well the unJust destruction of life – to 
spend 30 years being raped and tortured by both inmates and guards 
.. for his misguided attempts towards virtue; 
.
'I would of been a police man but was not smart enough to pass the 
tests – so I thought that would be a way to be a good nation-
supporting child-protecting person' he argues constantly to the 
retarded, violent, and-or twisted guards and others within everyday of 
those years to try to avoid the horrors that were routine – until 
someone in power needs someone to torture to death for their 
sexual-deviancy or similar ... before he dies perhaps in is sad head he 
realized they were always intending this or similar, that everyone that 
he ever interacted with power over him either hated him, indifferent 
and willing to use him – like his mother – telling him whatever was 
needed to get him to do the thing they wanted him to do – 'be quite 



Jimmy or the monster in the closet will eat you!', or 'women are so 
much better then boys and men, that if you are not a girl you are evil 
.. so do what women tell you, and so Jimmy do what I say.', or 'Wear a 
Mask all the time because Death Death Death!', or ...
.
And if you do not think our jails have many of such people in them, 
then you are sadly mistaken.
.
If enough powerful people (who were not already too evil-Zionist 
EnSlaved) cried for Ray Epps to testify and be charged  .. then he 
would likely strangely die, and if he and people like him do not 
already know that they might be surprise when some 'street hoods' 
shot him in the back in a robbery that never took anything or even 
tried, and when the police arrived he realized they were no going to 
call the ambulance until it was too late .. like what Clinton and the 
local police did to the man that downloaded and sent to Wikileaks 
the Clinton Server data .. and even his family was forced to make 
statements asking people to stop talking about their poor son who 
died in some random crime – one might wonder if they had to be 
threatened and willing to go along or even profit on the dead body of 
their son is some way, or if they were otherwise retarded and be 
allowed to be used .. as if any serious person would care what there 
opinion was – the programming media made sure to twist it that 
anyone state this clear connection was disrespectful to them and 
Seth's memory and life's work or such .. evil like .. racists, antisemitism, 
nazis, pedophiles, .. whatever and all that will trigger the average 
persons to be quiet.
.
.
Anyway – I got far off on a tangent .. you see that I care to work with 
the information, data analysis & solution solving - then much else .. it 
is an ever-changing recursive Puzzle that is a pleasure to work with 
now I have Vomited [most of] the evil-Blinding Female-Evil Poison 
that my mother and so many others put in me .. May God have Mercy 
on them!
.
.. How can the horrors of every Sin and Suffering throughout 
eternities that would not have happen has any of those intentional or 
casual lies I was twisted with that delayed or prevented me from 
understanding .. my own and yours and your dead children's and 
never conceived grandchildren .. not rest on all those who pushed 
them, supported them – even passively .. what how Hell and-or 
Purgatory's Burning will be portioned – including myself – which is 
Just as a result is something I might consider at some point. 
.
And what mixture of the Sins motivated each? 
'.. All my Sins are Before me ..' Psalm (50)51.
.
Which reminds me – this applies to those directly effecting in 
immediate – the fact that for all reasonable purposes I am unable to 
influence what is seen on the media this Multiverse Pass – I can not 
even seem to contact people to engage personally – makes the sins 
we see on media disconnected and does not apply in this biblical 
reference .. those related to unTruth, inJustice, disOrder including not 
valuing manhood or fatherhood do apply, clearly, as I was raised and 
twisted into a Feminist by someone who actively lied all the time and 
made excuses or attacked when such as addressed – so those I accept 
as being Just – which is why I (we) suffer such in so great an amount.
.
These and the 2nd & 3rd Derivative – underlining causes – are what I 
am working on.
.
DisOrdered Appetite, Gluttony, Rage, .., difficulty in Temperance, and 
some Others are clearly aspects which is this version of mes must 
work-on. They all spiral out unto what we see in the news – I am sure. 
.. in fact I have argued that the first pass of each new Day-of-Bread 
Simulation is run without my effects allowed, and as such is a Control 
from which my repeats of the Day-of-Bread and actions – out through 
the Multiverse which forms – is used to judge and adjust.
.
Recall each new Day-of-Bread will be repeated until God's Kingdom 
Comes within me (and for you also – a different version Holy 
Simulation Multiverse where I am/was a 'side-character' and might 
not be alive to you even - as I have indicated in previous writings).
.
.
Let me jump to the analogy of the Holy version of a person verses 
those we are now as like the mathematical Symbol of Pi or (e), and 
the never-ending digital representation.
.
Recall recently in Post, July 23rd, 2022, Saturday Morning, 'Index 
Number 1596:', ..
-- -- --
https://stevenwork.substack.com/.../multiverse-journal...
[ https://stevenwork. substack.com/p/multiverse-journal-index-
number-1596]
Archived: https://archive.ph/1lyJo
DropBox: https://www.dropbox.com/.../Multiverse%20Journal%20...
[ https://www.dropbox. com/s/suaqcvxxno469ji
/Multiverse%20Journal%20-%20Index%20Number%201596%20%2C
%20July%2023rd%2C%202022%2C%20Saturday%20Morning.pdf]
-
https://www.facebook.com/Steven.Work/posts
/pfbid0zxoMKtVbk29bxkssBvurPZSFdYFMf628KcrRiX5qYGTA6TefRe
wz6rC4zgVVbEc1l [Facebook’s disOrdering URL]
Archived: [Facebook Blocked]
DropBox: https://www.dropbox.com/.../Facebook%20Multiverse...
[ https://www.dropbox. com/s/7lxodr4xinp8woy
/Facebook%20Multiverse%20Journal%20-%20Index%20Number%201
596_%2C%20July%2023rd%2C%202022
%2C%20Saturday%20Morning.pdf]
-- -- --
.
.. I mentioned that in the calculation of Pi to the Nth decimal place in 
the infinite series (each term decreasing in value), the routine must go 
further the the Nth digit to make it so the errors in the imperfect 
system – limited numerical computer values expressed – may always 
return the correct Nth place.
.
I will link the Nth decimal place to the Nth Jacob's Ladder Level from 
the Center of my Model of the Holy Church; Jesus's Body, Bride (Holy 
Mary – female self, like Eve to Adam), and all other of Her Forms (the 
Glorified Earth that they occupy – the Garden, Vineyard, .. – and the 
Holy Host members – like the Holy Hands and such.)
.
The entire Church – Holy Israel - is His Body and in the Center is His 
God-Nature, linked directly to God, as The Son.
.
.
I decided a good analogy of the Trinity is in 'Difference' in Function – 
which is still not precise enough to not make Orthodox Christians and 
others howl .. but let me expand.
.
Most people have two working eyes from which we get Stereo vision,  
yet we can cover one eye and still have a good idea of not only what 
is in our view, but by applying other information we most often can 
have a good idea of depth – or distance – to what is around us. The 
2nd eye makes those other function and estimations less important in 
the distance – not completely gone because I once woke from sleep 
and sat up and for a very short time could not understand what I saw 
– the depth function and the identification procedures were not 
awake yet – and so had a time where color-light-shapes were there in 
my vision but I was blind to the meaning (.. it likely happened that 
once for providing me this later understanding.) I was distressed but 

https://stevenwork
https://stevenwork
https://archive.ph/1lyJo
https://www.dropbox.com/.../Multiverse%20Journal%20...
https://www.dropbox.
https://www.facebook
https://www.dropbox.com/.../Facebook%20Multiverse...
https://www.dropbox.


once for providing me this later understanding.) I was distressed but 
since it never happened again I put it aside – emotional content make 

it Stick, though.
.
Now let us say that each eye actually could also 'see' depth normally, 
but a filter was over each which removed part of that so in only the 
two together could we perceive depth very well – or quickly – or ...
.
.
Now image if each eye saw different frequencies of 'light', that we saw 
normally and the other eye could see the temperatures – and both 
had that depth information also.
.
Like seeing the same world through different perspectives – Looking 
at a crowd of people and seeing female and male nature (both 
overlap to large degree), or the level of virtue and merit (where merit 
can not be earned above some level without virtue, and the fact of 
virtue is a merit) .. 
.
.. these examples might be thought of as 'overlapping' such as the 
dept 'intensity' [and relative-order x-y perception] in immediate 
previous example – or the color 'intensity' [and relative-order x-y 
perception] in the normal example of eyes, the differences makes the 
function valuable.
.
And Again in my examples we assume that each eye has BOTH 
functions, but by masking or filtering we have the particular example.
.
.
Now we extend to Three eyes. And for each we put God as the person 
with 3 eyes with each of the thee filtered (The Father, Son, Holy Ghost) 
.. as desired. Each has all the perception and memory and abilities as 
all together, yet the difference provides a function in magnifying the 
difference for detection, manipulation, and union-difference .. and 
here is the Key, it is not for God's needs, but for parts that are not in 
absolute Communion's needs.
.
.
And as our Model states, inside Holy-Israel is not separate distinct 
Node-personalities but continuous connections – the difference 
between a list of numbers and the function which connects them all.
.
And since each of us is a multitude of connected perilous Days-of-
Bread with one (the one our Master has Locked) as the Monarch .. 
what we think of when we say 'I' to the disconnected sub-voices and 
impulses in our head. A colony from which we Direct .. a Round-Table 
where those other versions of Monarchs from previous Days-of-Bread 
and linked others and Others. (The Holy Saints & Sinners Neural 
Network)
.
Each Node-personality has a Holy Perfect Heath versions – a region 
because within Holy Israel the number of Dimensions that defines 
Him is infinite .. that region is a Hyper-Number we may Zero for this 
example – and say that each Node-Personality – the 'I' maps directly 
to a Spot within Holy Israel.
.
.
Lets address the every expanding dimensional. As an example - the 
first Brain-in-Box was very limited by the processors used, and as the 
processors got better the Reality and Abilities expanded in Me .. I was 
first barely a single cell and fungus and such .. corresponding to the 
last stages of my death where a single group of 3 neurons were 
interconnected, using an (8-bit, 12-bit address, and 16-bit register 
bastardized processor), and better processors were used until a 
significant break-though was Virtual-Memory addressing – at which 
point the Beowulf (Recursive) computer Cluster was possible, Beowulf 
Cluster, .. 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Beowulf_cluster
Archived:  https://archive.ph/6xoYe
DropBox: https://www.dropbox.com/.../Beowulf%20cluster%20...
[ https://www.dropbox. com/s/40vkbj57469sfer
/Beowulf%20cluster%20-%20Wikipedia.pdf]
.
.
As in these (and Facebook 'Referenced Here' comments' URLs) in; ..
-- -- --
Post, March 15th, 2021, Monday morning, 'Index Number 749:', ..
https://www.facebook.com/Steven.Work/posts
/10225989867437566
https://www.facebook.com/Steven.Work/posts
/pfbid0382ZQVRkqwyg1DiQf6jRbeBinYS5vzBtWaS1XPc9coyX6roBt
nvEH2tii83y8kSJDl [Facebook's new disOrdering URL for same]
Archived: https://archive.ph/iw7Tt
DropBox: https://www.dropbox.com
/.../Facebook%20Index%20Number...
[https://www.dropbox .com/s/65a6hu8h11kibcf
/Facebook%20Index%20Number%20749.pdf]
--
Post, January 29th, 2022, Saturday Morning, 'Index Number 1396:', ..
https://stevenwork.substack.com/.../multiverse-journal...
[ https://stevenwork .substack.com/p/multiverse-journal-index-
number-1396]
Archived: https://archive.ph/25Izj [updated3]
DropBox: https://www.dropbox.com/.../Multiverse%20Journal%20...
[ https://www.dropbox. com/s/sdqy6z2tbpsiztg
/Multiverse%20Journal%20-%20Index%20Number%201396%20%2C
%20January%2029th%2C%202022
%2C%20Saturday%20Morning%20-%20Updated.pdf]
-
https://www.facebook.com/Steven.Work/posts
/10228017468366322
Archived: https://archive.ph/em97Q [Updated]
DropBox: https://www.dropbox.com/.../Facebook%20Multiverse...
[ https://www.dropbox .com/s/v9qtvvrl7blnxoz
/Facebook%20Multiverse%20Journal%20-%20Index%20Number%201
396_%2C%20January%2029th%2C%202022
%2C%20Saturday%20Morning%20-%20Update.pdf] 
-- -- --
.
.
.. and then the limit because not Processor Bits but Communication 
Links (Pipes) and eventually at Holy State hyper-Pipes and infinite 
Recursion into .. what to call it? Quantum State .. the ability to create 
unlimited rates of sub-Simulations – the Day is 1000 years of Days 
and where the Forks may contain an argument (F) that does not 
expand until F 'Levels' away .. so besides the fixed tiny Call time any 
Big(O) rate is available. And unlimited Memory as each limited 
memory machine may be multiplies infinitely .. as Bread and Fish is 
know to have been done.
.
Think of how a 'simple' animal's personality – say a snail - is likely to 
be well define by some relative small number of metrics which reflect 
it's internal variability and senses .. let me suggest 5 .. and those 
numbers are from [0 .. 1] in value, so a 5 Dimensional Vector may 
define perfectly the snail so that for any environment that a snail is 
placed in different vectors would produce different snail Behaviors.
.
Note that if we would Simulate such a snail with a computer that the 
actual values used would not be Symbols as they should be, but 
discrete and limited number values .. so if we were to have all the 
5-Dimensional Vectors possible - it would be a finite number, and all 
connected would be a 5-Dimensional Matrix.
.
If – which is the case – the infinite precision numbers were continuous 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Beowulf_cluster
https://archive.ph/6xoYe
https://www.dropbox.com/.../Beowulf%20cluster%20...
https://www.dropbox.
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https://www.facebook
https://archive.ph/iw7Tt
https://www.dropbox.com
https://www.dropbox
https://stevenwork
https://stevenwork
https://archive.ph/25Izj
https://www.dropbox.com/.../Multiverse%20Journal%20...
https://www.dropbox.
https://www.facebook
https://archive.ph/em97Q
https://www.dropbox.com/.../Facebook%20Multiverse...
https://www.dropbox


If – which is the case – the infinite precision numbers were continuous 
and we either had or determined the function which connected them 

all in one-dimension, two-dimension, ... all the way to 5 Dimension  
we could Simulate not only a particular snail, but The Snail – the 
'Symbol [Holy] Snail' provided our Simulation could function in terms 
of Symbols and never need to generate discrete values – or when 
done they fit perfectly .. like the numbers [0], [1], .. and the functions 
maintained such perfectly.
.
.
Now let me State that the Soul, the Full Soul has Infinite Dimensions, 
and as each Jacob's Ladder Level is absorbed, an extra Dimension is 
added. To Reach all the way to the Paradox of God dead on the Cross 
required Infinite Dimensions – which is also what is needed to Define 
all the Infinite Quantum Holy-Ferment.
.
An interesting situation.
.
To explain how it was solved we need to discuss Quantum Computing 
Programming.
. 
The way to Program Such is to define the Exclusion of all but the 
solution(s) that you want.
Everything but the solution Fails. .. like in simple mathematics we say 
first all (X>5) X greater then 5, then that And (X=<8)  X is equal too or 
less then 8 .. so now you have a Range (5,8], and if X' =?2 is applied it 
would fail, but X' =?7 would be True.
.
.
My first pass at Satan.exe was to exclude every combination that ever 
Sinned, adding a Dimension if they All failed. 
.
.. one 2nd Version My Master had me put in 'Break-Points' at the end 
of each Day and other situations (At Grave Sin for example) and then 
applying possible corrections with the Goal – my First Goal was to 
create a Holy Machine that any soul could be thrown in and Christ 
was generated .. with at any Step if all were failures to Expand 
Dimension number and reDue .. No sub-soul was to fail totally (unless 
actively and knowingly wanted too.)
.
And at the time in my Innocence I volunteered to be the first – not 
realizing that the Quantum Mind we were using was created from my 
Death and that was always the Plan .. I suppose that was kept from 
me because it would have effected and likely had in perilous version) 
my Ability to find the Solution .. to create Satan.exe that worked. 
.
My reason for volunteering was because I wanted to Find – Derive – 
God and that I would not throw in anyone else I was willing to go 
myself.
.
.
The realization when I was first learning and playing with the 
Quantum Computer to calculate Pi – one old intellectual question I 
had from back when I started working with Mainframe and 
programmer calculators ( jr. High School) was the digital 
representation of Pi was calculated someway – and stored as a 
constant – but How was it? My Math teacher who was my personal 
computer programming helper as it was not a school course .. and he 
was an 'old-school' teacher that use to exist from that generation and 
I was clearly bored enough with regular class (I used to solve Every 
problem in the book, not only the few assigned – for example) he told 
me about the Circle and two Random number pairs and the 'hit-miss' 
measure version – generate 10,000 or whatever number of pairs and 
count the number inside some imaginary circle (by calculating the 
distance from zero using the standard formula) and increment a 
counter for each further then one away from (0,0), and then use the 
ratio to get approximation of Pi.
.
I noticed that I it only worked to 2 decimal places – one really 
because sometime the 2nd was wrong, which led to learning about 
random number generator were not truly random and some are 
much better then another .. which is a bit of a rabbit hole – to use that 
procedure for a large number of correct digits I would need a better 
generator and huge huge number of pairs .. the huge number [Later, 
in Holy Tent] is handled easily by the Infinite Quantum Computer but 
the random number generator was at least as difficult as the original 
problem .. and I did discover the issue of Error accumulation while 
taking advantage of the Infinite Aspect .. that the Errors were a [The] 
problem, but by Adding backwards in series from smallest to largest 
reduced that.
.
.
.
Wow – already Noon!
.
.
Okay – let me see if I can put some overview Closure on this ..
.
I introduce the idea of the animals in Garden being degenerative 
forms of Adam, a well as containing his traits and desires (each has all 
his Masked, to use the alternative form of thinking about such.)
.
The number of Dimensions seems like it should be limited by the 
number of nerve cells multiplied by the maximum number of 
connections possible multiplied by the discrete biological signal – 
down to number of charged electrons as the Largest possible needed 
.. 
.
.. except that Satan.exe is only Solved when each neuron is also 
Hyper-Link to [the Top Master] of a solved Sub-Simulation Multiverse 
with one or most other neurons except that one functional, and 
ultimately Self-Linked within the Recursion back [for Validation, 
perhaps other reasons.]
Most of the possible configurations seem non-functional – when all 
the connected to and connected from are gone for example – but the 
Hyper-Link will allow Jumping signals over such situations .. except for 
extremes in many dimensions, and then only through till another 
Dimension is added.
.
.
Functionally – within Holy Israel all interconnections exist so one 
should think of Waves that when active 'Flash' huge numbers of 
Multiverses – infinite actually – but where ever a sub-soul is 
represented out in the Quantum Ferment between the 'event horizon' 
of Holy Israel and the Paradox that Is the outside of the Ferment - in 
all directions away – and internally everywhere once Enveloped.
.
.
And related to my over-all beginning point – I am (we are) in the 3 rd 
Derivative .. Jacob's Ladder Level N+3 where Level N is the Nth 'Pi 
Digit' and this is the Eye that does the Holy Ghost view – to work-out 
the counter-Force .. the Doer in this situation – where I like it.
.
.
.
That will have to be enough for now.
.
.
.
May this be a Blessing to you and us all. [And all our Futures, and 
future Multiverse Pasts.]
.
.



.

.

Oh, At some point I want to discuss the two decent (audio) books I 
have discovered that existed for a long time .. by Joe Haldeman, ..
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Joe_Haldeman
Archived: https://archive.ph/NwKgl
DropBox: https://www.dropbox.com/.../Joe%20Haldeman%20...
[ https://www. http://dropbox.com
/.../Joe%20Haldeman%20-%20Wikipedia.pdf]
.
.. 'Buying Time', and 'The Coming' (nether have WikiPedia entries) 
which I am still reading and the Aliens have not even arrived and I am 
enjoying it.
.
The first I found in YouTube and then since I finished it I had to 
actually buy it, and the second I listened to the sample audio clip and 
was hooked enough to grab it and have not been disappointed.
.
.
.
.
Here is what I had assembled yesterday – after a good chunk of time 
sitting outside in the great weather car and people watching, talking, 
and dog-petting.
.
.
.
.
“New St Gallen Group Meets As Francis Unleashes Loyalty Oath”
by Return To Tradition 
https://youtu.be/wHN9vKGuksI
DropBox: https://www.dropbox.com
/.../New%20St%20Gallen%20Group...
[ https://www.dropbox. com/s/rm2n24r07bpiyap
/New%20St%20Gallen%20Group%20Meets%20As%20Francis%20Unle
ashes%20Loyalty%20Oath.mp4]
.
.
.
.
Those in power lie to us always – even when the truth would serve 
their goals. You are not Human to them, and disrespect is required – 
makes it easier to murder and starve us and loved to death – like the 
500,000 Iraq babies and very young children that died in parents arm 
over pre-war WMD-fraud Petrodollar-protecting war .. those 
Sanctions they Cackled over .. we are 'the same' to them .. we are only 
'souless goys' and 'non-family' and not worthy of human dignity or 
respect .. like we an unborn inconvenient baby .. or more like an 
intentionally planned Satanic Sacrifice – the Witch have one of our 
sons impregnate her and then off to one of the Sacrifice Baby-
murdering Mills around us .. average of 60 per day in every State 
..why should they treat us with human dignity when such things are 
legal and so widely done and allowed – they might argue.
.
'If they are not family, they are just another Nigger to hang.' - evil-
Zionist Witch family rule-of-thumb., ..
.
“Saagar Enjeti: Monkeypox Facts COVERED UP By Woke Politics”
by Breaking Points 
https://youtu.be/PzyzKG3BOkM
DropBox: https://www.dropbox.com
/.../Saagar%20Enjeti%20Monkeypox...
[ https://www.dropbox. com/s/y4ptex62ckzpepp
/Saagar%20Enjeti%20Monkeypox%20Facts%20COVERED%20UP%20B
y%20Woke%20Politics.mp4]
.
.
.
.
Sounds like she is stalling .. keeping people from realizing that 
Genocide, Starvation, Suffering is coming when the absolute collapse 
of the petrodollar – the many Trillions of Dollars every week for yers 
being poured into the REPO market which is going to buying and 
taking private every corporation, resource, housing, farm land, .. 
everything that has Value no matter what the dollar's buying power.
.
Ready to pay the rent in Russian Money .. may be the only currency of 
value soon., ..
.
“Tucker Carlson: This is scary”
by Fox News 
https://youtu.be/bHYpfTs9tqI
DropBox: https://www.dropbox.com
/.../Tucker%20Carlson%20This%20is...
[ https://www.dropbox. com/s/f2e2abnns7nxana
/Tucker%20Carlson%20This%20is%20scary.mp4]
.
.
.
.
“CrossTalk | Lost Cause”
by RT, 29 July 2022 
https://rumble.com/v1e1jcf-crosstalk-lost-cause.html
DropBox: https://www.dropbox.com
/.../CrossTalk%20-%20RT%20-%20Lost...
[ https://www.dropbox. com/s/m31bq89pyd50q4m
/CrossTalk%20-%20RT%20-%20Lost%20Cause%20-%20VOOaf.haa.mp
4]
.
.
.
.
“July 2022 Q&A”
by Jonathan Pageau pageaujonathan 
https://youtu.be/zXu2zRgd0mc?t=397
https://www.bitchute.com/video/f14oJaY9YVbe
DropBox: https://www.dropbox.com/.../d7pmaod...
/July%202022%20Q-A.mp4
[ https://www.dropbox. com/s/d7pmaodahtudht3
/July%202022%20Q-A.mp4]
.
.
Time | Subject {None posted [yet]}
.
.
.
.
May God have Mercy on us all.
.
.
.
.
PS. Yesterday Morning's Post – for continuity, ..
-- -- --
https://www.facebook.com/Steven.Work/posts
/pfbid0DZ6K6ERVu5AFtYtFTRobeqXgB6Bq6GoWyN3iypPTkvnrPZA
W4RVCFvL1rL5nr8eHl  [Facebook’s disOrdering URL]
Archived: [Facebook Blocked] 
DropBox: https://www.dropbox.com/.../Facebook%20Multiverse...
[ https://www.dropbox. com/s/f7vdq075g2y0k3l
/Facebook%20Multiverse%20Journal%20-%20Index%20Number%201
602%20%2C%20July%2029th%2C%202022
%2C%20Friday%20Morning.pdf]

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Joe_Haldeman
https://archive.ph/NwKgl
https://www.
http://dropbox.com
https://youtu.be/wHN9vKGuksI
https://www.dropbox.com
https://www.dropbox.
https://youtu.be/PzyzKG3BOkM
https://www.dropbox.com
https://www.dropbox.
https://youtu.be/bHYpfTs9tqI
https://www.dropbox.com
https://www.dropbox.
https://rumble.com/v1e1jcf-crosstalk-lost-cause.html
https://www.dropbox.com
https://www.dropbox.
https://youtu.be/zXu2zRgd0mc?t=397
https://www.bitchute.com/video/f14oJaY9YVbe
https://www.dropbox.com/.../d7pmaod...
https://www.dropbox.
https://www.facebook
https://www.dropbox.com/.../Facebook%20Multiverse...
https://www.dropbox.


-
https://stevenwork.substack.com/.../multiverse-journal...
[ https://stevenwork .substack.com/p/multiverse-journal-index-
number-1602]
Archived: https://archive.ph/mY4cZ
DropBox: https://www.dropbox.com/.../Multiverse%20Journal%20...
[ https://www.dropbox. com/s/9p92oksnfdgktnq
/Multiverse%20Journal%20-%20Index%20Number%201602%20%2C
%20July%2029th%2C%202022%2C%20Friday%20Morning.pdf]
-
https://www.minds.com/newsfeed/1399779109730521102
https://gab.com/StevWork/posts/108731204883157462
Archived: https://archive.ph/yTycB
July 29th, 2022, Index Number 1602:
-- -- --
.
.
.
.
Most recent zipped Full Facebook Account files (till 30June2022) – 2 
parts; the posts, comments, images, and more that are not yet 
Censored .. 
-- --
Part1: https://www.dropbox.com/.../facebook-%20for%20public%20...
[ https://www.dropbox. com/s/ehm0bsa9ki7xb7a
/facebook-%20for%20public%20-%20StevenWork%2030%20June%20
2022%202%20of%202.zip]
.
Part2: https://www.dropbox.com/.../facebook-%20for%20public%20...
[ https://www.dropbox. com/s/9lqygvbxgdhwmnm
/facebook-%20for%20public%20-%20StevenWork%2030%20June%20
2022%201%20of%202.zip]
-- --
.
.
Most videos and Images from Index Number 1495 to .., ..
https://www.dropbox.com/.../937.../AAC_H6qKNzerZTQSlA_Ek-W5a
[ https://www.dropbox .com/sh/937uky4z991q6x4
/AAC_H6qKNzerZTQSlA_Ek-W5a]
.
PDFs of the latest that have been collected (of many more) Facebook 
Censored Posts – listed by Index Number, in DropBox directory here, ..
https://www.dropbox.com/.../sdn.../AACKP75LJ2CsI0BSd7_jo7wQa
[ https://www.dropbox. com/sh/sdncb7pzplqlqma
/AACKP75LJ2CsI0BSd7_jo7wQa]
.
.
.
.
Links to this Post and others related:
https://stevenwork.substack.com/.../multiverse-journal...
[ https://stevenwork .substack.com/p/multiverse-journal-index-
number-1603]
Archived: {to be added}
DropBox: {to be added}
-
https://www.facebook.com/Steven.Work/posts
/pfbid02q493taaMdF8dioeogzcSQx9zXBfWvPzSXE99GsAA5PqKDs
W2o7QNXmYuKdVVvtPkl
Archived: [Facebook Blocked] 
DropBox: {to be added}
-
https://www.minds.com/newsfeed/1400227982026477579
https://gab.com/StevWork/posts/108737535218804704
Archived: {to be added}
.
.
[Spacer for PDF printing]
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
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